Comet Electronics
(Booth Controller)
PCB only
The PCB is a booth controller or double door interlock. The PCB controls an entrance and exit door and manages
them to ensure that never are both doors open at once. The PCB has easy to use screw terminals for wiring. Each
screw terminal is named by a top overlay labeling the terminals for easy installation and reference. The PCB comes
with an entrance and exit evacuation switch, when this switch is activated the corresponding door opens and the
robot lights turns to green. When both switches are activated both doors open and all robot lights go to green. The
unit also has a master key override switch for system malfunction, when activated the electronics are bypassed and
power is forced off the doors.
There is a single or multiple input that allows the passage of only one person or many people depending on the
setting (this only works with the addition a pressure mat and a mini PCB attached to the system).
Each input has an LED to indicate the state of the input (on or off) for commissioning and fault finding purposes.
There are four separate outputs for robot lights, each output to cater
for a red and green light to indicate to the user the direction of
passage. Each direction traveled has two sets of robot lights one at
the door and one inside the booth.
The robot lights are useful when the PCB is being used in single mode
to indicate a blocked transaction when more than one person is in the
booth.
There are two relay outputs, one is for end of a transaction and the
other can be connected to a buzzer to indicate a warning i.e. more
than one person in single mode. End of transaction is useful when
coupling to an access control system when anti pass back is
implemented. Often people card read but do not enter the booth and then later are denied entry because the
access control system believes they are already inside. With the end of transaction pulse the access control system
knows for sure that the user has completed a transaction.
Software Variants:
•

The booth controller can operate as a standard unit whereby a transaction occurs immediately after a card
read, or the controller can operate with a delay before an entry/exit transaction or a delay inside the booth
before an exit transaction.

•

There is an output that can be used for either a voice board or it can be used to indicate to an access
control system or BMS the direction the user used either leaving or entering the area.

•

Should a certain application not require the use of a pressure mat, the booth can be ordered without it.

*The PSU, magnetic locks, reed switches, robot lights and mat are supplied separately.

Easy Install Unit
With this model the PCB, PSU, and Battery is supplied in an easy to fit box with D-Type connectors on the outside
that have three harnesses attached to them. Two of these harnesses attaches to the associated door (entrance or
exit). The third attaches to control panel. During installation the core ends of the harness are attached to the
magnetic locks, reed switches, magnetic lock contacts and robot lights. If it is ever necessary to remove the box or if
the electronics goes faulty a replacement box can be interchanged in a few minutes. This reduces repair turnaround
time to a few minutes.

The Control Panel
The control panel is a box with control switches and led indicators mounted on the face plate. The face plate has
graphic representations indicating what each switch does and what each LED means. The control panel is mounted
on a desk or wall close to the booth or double door interlock.
Compact Control Panel:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

Via a push button, push to initiate an entrance transaction.
Via a push button, push to initiate an exit transaction.
Via a switch you can change between multiple and single mode
An LED indication to show which door is open or closed.
A key switch to switch between closed (booth is locked), open
and evacuation.
Mains fail indication.
A buzzer from the outside to the inside.

Full Control Panel: In full mode the following extras are added to the Compact Control panel:
8) A key switch to switch between Staff or Free access (used in conjunction with a access control system
or keypad on the entrance to the booth or double door) allowing staff only into a certain area and then
after a certain period, i.e. opening time in a shop/bank/offices customers can also enter. At closing
time it can be switched back to staff only where customers can exit but no new customers can enter.
Special cases can be allowed access by using the push button on the panel. The staff can enter or leave
at anytime.
9) A duress or panic indication and output to an alarm.

Pricing On Request :
PCB only
Easy Install unit
Control panel Compact
Control panel Full
Robot LED’s per set
Robot large LEDS free standing
Pressure mat only 1mx1m
Pressure mat plus mini controller detect double (1mx1m)

